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Health – ADHD and Autism are featured during the month of December and several interviews featured 
information on early detection and treatment of these diseases that affect so many youths and are being 
seen at even earlier ages.  It is important to not judge or look at these children for what they have or even 
for how they sometimes behave, but to recognize the special gifts and talents that most of them have that 
are often overlooked.  Medication does not always have to be for a lifetime.

Education – The focus was on statistics regarding the alarming number of persons that drop out of high 
school and what the community can do to help address this concern.  It also highlighted alternatives to 
traditional education for students who don’t think they fit including trades such as plumbing, electric, 
metalworkers and how many unions offer training programs for persons with those interests and skills.

Right to Life – November is the recognition month for this national cause and with the new attitude of 
Politicians, as well as community, our Sisters for Life held a major caucus as apart of their annual banquet 
and celebration.  They were interviewed on both stations and we also ran a PSA.  

Holiday Stress – The holidays are a time of joy and families coming together for most.  However, for 
some they are a time of depression, loneliness, over extending financial both with big meals and 
celebrations and with gift-giving.  Representatives from two organizations were interviews with how to 
make the holidays easier and the importance of reaching out to those who are alone, who have recently 
lost loved ones and who may not have resources for gift-giving.  It included tips on things that could be 
made and ways to give without buying.  The Hosparus also ran a series of ads and information for a 
special celebration for parents who have lost children and siblings of those as well.

Shop for A Cause – the Louisville Urban League Youth Department was included in this special project 
which enabled persons shopping for Christmas to donate a portion of their purchase to be designated for 
the Louisville Urban League Youth Program which works with black youth ages 18-25.


